City of East Lansing Fire Department
Two-week Incident Report for August 12-25, 2016
Total number of incidents responded to: 142
EMS/Rescue = 97

Fires = 6

Good Intent = 7

False Calls = 27

Hazardous Conditions = 5

Fires Reported in FireRMS page 1 of 2
August 12, 2016, 7:07 p.m. – ELFD Truck 12 was dispatched for a vehicle smoking on I-496 WB at US-127 SB.
They responded emergent with 3 personnel on board. Enroute dispatch stated occupants were out of the vehicle.
Upon arrival found a single vehicle upright on the right shoulder of the curve with no fire or smoke showing but
did find fluid draining from the vehicle. Michigan State and East Lansing Police were also on the scene. Truck 12
investigated and opened the hood latch with interior hood latch release handle. The hood was propped open to
reveal light smoke coming from the rear of the engine compartment above the exhaust manifold with multiple
hoses and cable coatings melted and charred. There was also a strong smell of antifreeze at the front of the
vehicle. ELPD notified a wrecker service. Firefighters cleaned up the spilled antifreeze and then cleared from the
scene after wrecker removed the vehicle.
August 17, 2016, 2:42 p.m. - East Lansing Fire was dispatched for mutual aid to a location on Baker Street in
Meridian Township. EL Truck and Battalion 11 responded to the call with a total of 4 personnel. Battalion 11
arrived and reported to Meridian Command. Truck 11 was assigned to do a cut inspection at a hole and to check
on the condition on the roof. Truck 11 crew was reassigned to on deck on the alpha side. Truck 11 was reassigned
to check the attic area after a positive pressure fan was started. A small area of insulation was found to be
smoldering. EL Truck and Meridian units cleared the area out and did not see any more fire. EL was then cleared
by Meridian Command and returned to quarters.
August 19, 2016, 4:41 p.m. - East Lansing Fire was dispatched to a possible structure fire on Wilson Road. A full
box alarm was dispatched to the call and responded with a total of 11 personnel. Truck 12 arrived, assumed
command and entered the building with Medic 12. Battalion 11 arrived on the scene and had Truck and Medic 11
level one stage. Truck 12 radioed that the fire was out and that station 1 units could clear. The Truck 12 Officer
came out and had a face to face with the Battalion 11. They stated that there was a problem in an outlet behind a
dryer, the situation was under control and that Truck 12 and Medic 12 could handle. Battalion 11 cleared the
scene and returned to quarters.
August 22, 2016, 8:17 p.m. - Dispatched to N. Wonders Hall for the smell of smoke. Upon arrival RA stated they
smelled something burning coming from one of the rooms. No fire or smoke was visible from the exterior. Upon
investigation Truck 12 crew made entry into room and observed some clothes smoldering on the window ledge.
Cause of ignition seemed to be from a cosmetic mirror radiating heat onto clothes. Fire was extinguished and the
room was ventilated. Had MSU IPF and fire marshal contacted. Fire units then cleared with dispatch.

Fires Reported in FireRMS page 2 of 2
August 23, 2016, 3:5 p.m. – Truck 12 was dispatched to a fire alarm at University Village. While en route units
were given an update by dispatch that occupant stated there was no fire or emergency. Truck 12 resumed normal
traffic and arrived to find a large 3 story apartment building with nothing showing and no alarm sounding. Upon
arrival firefighters investigated to find the alarm panel in alarm mode stating an apartment smoke head activated.
They occupant stated a plastic lid fell on the heating element of the dishwasher and the smoke head activated
within living room area. Truck 12 attempted to reset it without success. Fire personnel then found a smoke head in
the apartment not fully seated so they reinstalled it and the system reset without an issue. Fire personnel then
cleared and returned to station 2.
August 24, 2016, 8:01 a.m. - ELFD was toned out to on Grove Street for a possible structure fire. Upon their
arrival they found rubbish burning in the back yard which was not a legal to burn. Firefighters put the fire out and
made contact with one of the tenants at this address to acquire the name and address of landlord to give to the EL
fire prevention bureau. Fire personnel cleared the scene after fire was out and returned to station.
Training Reported in FireRMS
August 16, 2016, 9-10:30 a.m. – Fire Streams - Task Force Tips representative on site to demonstrate several
nozzles. Practical training using Truck 11 to test some of their new nozzles.
August 16, 2016, 2-3:30 p.m. – Other Rescue Training – 5 on duty personnel attended the Active Violence
Incident training at Otto school in Lansing. Worked with law enforcement during the training.
August 17, 2016, 1:30-2:30 p.m. – Extinguishing Agents - Classroom instruction on foam use. Class A and B
foam discussed as well as the new FireAid 2000.
August 18, 2016, 1:30-3:30 p.m. – Building Collapse – All on duty personnel had Delsar and cam for collapse and
shot line gun training.
August 25, 2016, 1:30-3:00 p.m. – Vehicle Extrication – Tools and Techniques – All on duty personnel had a
class on a vehicle stabilization kit. Discussed use, set up, and limits. Also, reviewed structural collapse
equipment.
Chief Complaints of EMS Calls

Abdominal & flank pain = 3
Altered mental status/LOC = 3
Ankle/foot pain = 3
Assaults = 2
Back & neck pain = 4
Bleeding = 1
Cancelled enroute = 1
Car vs. pole w/injuries = 3
Chest pain/DIB = 9
Choking = 1
DOA = 1
Dehydration = 1
Depression = 1
Diarrhea = 1
Dizziness = 1
Drug ingestion = 2

Dyspnea = 1
ETOH = 10
Extremity pain = 1
Facial droop = 1
Falls = 5
Febrile seizure = 1
Hip pain = 1
Hyperglycemia = 1
Hypoglycemia = 1
Lacerations = 2
Leg pain/numbness = 2
Lift assist = 1
MVA w/patients = 6
Minor headache = 1
Menstrual cramps = 1
Nausea/vomiting/diarrhea = 1

Not feeling well = 1
Overdose = 1
Pain = 1
Seizure = 4
Shaky feeling = 1
Shoulder & neck pain = 2
Sick = 1
Skin tears = 2
Slip and falls = 1
Stuck in elevator = 1
Syncope = 3
TIA = 1
Toe injury = 1
Unresponsive = 2
Vomiting = 1
Weakness = 6

